Abstract-Data compression is a technique used to save energy in Wireless Sensor Networks by reducing the quantity of data transmitted and the number of transmission. Actually, the main cause of energy consumption in WSN is data transmission. There exist critical applications such as delay constrained activities in which the data have to arrive quickly to the Sink for rapid analysis. In this article, we explore the use of data compression algorithms for delay constrained applications by evaluating a recent data compression algorithm for WSN named K-RLE with optimal parameters on an ultra-low power microcontroller from TI MSP430 series. The relevance of the parameter K for the lossy algorithm K-RLE led us to propose and compare two methods to characterize K: the Standard deviation and the Allan deviation. The last one allow us to control the percentage of data modified. Experimental results show that data compression is an energy efficient technique which can also perform in certain cases the global data transfer time (compression plus transmission time) compared to direct transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interest of Wireless Sensor Networks for delay constrained application is becoming more and more important. Indeed, sensor network is formed by distributed autonomous nodes able to sense critical environmental data, compute and transmit it using wireless communication. The way to transmit data is very important as it impact on the application. Actually, there exist two main kinds of sensor network applications which are (i) demand-driven and (ii) event-driven applications. In event-driven application such as forest fire, the traffic is done on real-time, this is contrary to existing wireless sensor network technics for saving energy such as the sleep mode.
The standard designed for WSNs, IEEE 802.15.4 [1] , is able to save energy for nodes which are power limited by using the sleep mode but also reveals some difficulties for heavy time constraint applications [2] . Other wireless technologies with interesting transfer time such as WIFI exist but they are not adapted for WSN because of their power consumption [3] . In this way, we study one technique that permits on the one hand to save energy and on the other hand to respond to delay constrained applications: data compression.
Primarly, data compression is a strategy used to save energy in WSN by avoiding to send data systematically because data transmission is the main cause of energy consumption for sensor nodes [4] , [5] . However, reducing the data to be transmitted by compression also minimises the time to transfert it. In this way, while data compression is designed to save energy, it can also allow us to reduce the delay during data transmission. Nevertheless, the question is to know if is it always better to compress data before transmission? Indeed, the compression is an additional action that is why it is interesting to find the cases in which it is better to compress data before transmission.
In general, energy saving and delay are two antagonist criteria in the design of WSN [6] but here, we evaluate the delay optimisation during the use of energy saving strategy which is data compression. The best known lossless compression algorithm for WSN is S-LZW [7] but recently, a new performant lossy compression algorithm for WSN named K-RLE [8] , variant of the data compression algorithm RLE, has been introduced. The performance of this energy efficient algorithm depend on the choice of the parameter K which is the precision in which data are encoded. In this work, we will use and compare two different methods to choose K applied on temperature readings which are the Standard deviation and the Allan deviation [9] .
However, the choice of K also influences the percentage of data modified for this lossy algorithm. While K-RLE is based on RLE, where the compression results depend of the data source, in this work, we evaluate K-RLE with different statistics of data sources and different values of K. This paper is organized as follows: the next section reports on related work. Experimental results are given in Section 3. Section 4 presents the conclusion.
II. THE DATA COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS
This section presents the background on data compression algorithms for WSN.
A. S-LZW
The best known data compression algorithm for WSN is S-LZW [7] , which is an adaptation of the famous algorithm LZW [10] .
Because of the limited RAM of sensor nodes for this dictionnary based algorithm, S-LZW introduces limitations compared to LZW:
• A block size of 528 bytes which represents two flash pages. S-LZW divides the uncompressed input bitstreams into fixed size blocks and compresses each block separately.
• A 512 entries dictionary. This algorithm starts by initializing the dictionary to all standard characters of the ASCII code extended to 255 which represent the first 256 entries of the dictionary. For each block used in the compression, the dictionary is re-initialized.
A new string in the input bitstream creates a new entry in the dictionary, that is why the data to be compressed are limited. However, different strategies have been developed in order to solve the problem of full dictionary. Two options exist which are to freeze the dictionary and use it as-is to compress the remainder of the data in the block, or it can be reset and started from scratch. However, this problem does not occur when the data block is small, thus the dictionary is not full.
• A mini-cache of 32 entries is added to S-LZW in order to get an advantage of repetitiousness of sensor data. The mini-cache is a hash-indexed dictionary of size N, where N is a power of 2, that stores recently used and created dictionary entries. The major problem of this dictionnary based algorithm is the need of a significant RAM size that is why we cannot apply it on platforms with RAM about 2KB like those based on the TI MSP430F149. For this reason, the evaluation of S-LZW in [7] has been done on the TI MSP430F1611 with more RAM about 10 KB.
In this way, a new data compression algorithm named K-RLE, variant of RLE, has been introduced on the one hand to use it on several sensor platforms as those with limited memory and on the other hand to reduce the power consumption and to perform the data compression ratio compared to other existing data compression algorithms for WSN.
On the other side, while S-LZW and RLE are lossless, K-RLE is a lossy compression algorithm.
B. K-Run-Length Encoding
Before presenting K-RLE, it is important to present RLE.
Definition: Run-Length Encoding (RLE) is a basic compression algorithm. As described in [11] , the simple idea behind this algorithm is this: If a data item d occurs n consecutive times in the input stream, we replace the n occurrences with the single pair nd.
The main problem of RLE is the compression ratio which depends on the noise level of the data source. Indeed, the noisy data are poorly compressed and this algorithm becomes efficient when there is same consecutive input streams. In this way, in order to perform it with different data sources statistics, we have introduced K-RLE.
The idea behind K-Run-Length Encoding is this:
Definition: let K be a number, If a data item d or data between d-K and d+K occur n consecutive times in the input stream, we replace the n occurrences with the single pair nd.
We introduce a parameter K which is a precision.
• If K = 0, K-RLE is RLE. K has the same unit as the dataset values. The choice of an optimal K is very important for this algorithm as it impacts on the compression ratio and the percentage of data modified. In the next part, we introduce and compare two different functions for representing K : the Standard deviation and the Allan deviation.
C. Finding an optimal value for K
We focus here on two methods to determine K: the classical Standard deviation generally used to study the variation from the mean and the Allan deviation used in time-frequency that permits to quantify the noise of signals in order to stabilize it. We will compare these methods in order to choose the best definition of K in realistic conditions.
1) The Standard deviation: The Standard deviation is based on the variance which is for a set of sample, the mean of the square of the deviation of that sample from its mean. The Standard deviation is precisely the square root of the variance and it is defined as:
where n is the number of sample (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x i , ..x n ), and x is the mean :
2) The Allan deviation: The Allan variance is defined as the expectation of the two-sample variance, i.e., the classical variance evaluated for N=2 [12] . It is generally used to characterize the time dependence of spread.
Contrary to the classical variance described above, it is a variance term to term used to estimate the stability of the measured period. Historically, it has been introduced to characterize the temporal evolution of the frequency of oscillators. It is given by :
where
In this work, we consider a minimum estimate of the Allan deviation. Indeed, the minimum point on the Allan variance curve represents the best point to characterize the noise.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we use the same strategy as on [8] to evaluate the previous data compression algorithms using a real temperature dataset of 500 bytes. The emphasis laid on the study of the data compression ratio, the energy consumption and we also focused here on the time for compressing and transmiting data. In order to evaluate the behavior of these algorithms with different data source statistics, we have collected temperatures since the 1st of January 2008 (Fig. 1 ) from different locations [13] , which are: Libreville (Gabon), Cayenne (Guyanna), Montbeliard (France), Svalbard (Norway). We have simulated the sensing of temperature as it was sensed by the ADC12 module, a high-performance 12-bit analog-to-digital converter implemented on the MSP430x14x and MSP430x16x devices [14] . Fig. 1 shows the variation of temperatures of different latitude. We notice that the higher the latitude, the greater the temperature change. Certainly, the input stream is an important factor in the performance of compression algorithm that is why we consider our algorithms in real different conditions. The reference coefficient to estimate the performance of compression algorithms is the data compression ratio. It is defined as: ratio = 100 * (1− compressed size initial size
)
Due to the RAM size limitation of the MSP430F149 to run S-LZW, we have done all the experiments on a MSP430F1611 in order to make a comparison between S-LZW and K-RLE using Standard and Allan deviation parameters on different data sources. Fig. 2 shows the variation resulting from the Allan deviation for the locations previously chosen. We notice that while the location is close to the equator, the minimum of the Allan variance is low. Table I summarizes all results obtained using Standard and Allan deviation (in all places). The idea is to study the function used to determine K before deployment based on one year or more to be more precise. Ideally, the choice of K would be adaptative according to current and anticipated variation. We can see on Table I that for all locations, the values of K with Standard deviation is higher than Allan deviation. Parameters mentioned on Table I will permit to characterize K. Fig . 3 illustrates the compression ratio of K-RLE using the previous parameters and respectively compared to RLE and S-LZW.
We notice that despite of the Allan deviation parameters (Allan-RLE) which reach 28% compared to the Standard deviation parameters (Std-RLE) about 80%, it controls the percentage of data modified (Fig. 4) .
For locations near the equator in which the temperatures are constant, Allan-deviation parameters are close to zero; consequently, Allan-RLE results are the same as RLE.
However, for locations away from the equator and close to the polar circles with great variation in temperatures the data compression ratio obtained with Allan-RLE are close to S-LZW.
It is also interesting to notice that the performance of Std-RLE and Allan-RLE improves when the temperature changes become increasingly important. These results differs from RLE and S-LZW in which the performances becomes worse as the temperature variation is important. The common point between S-LZW and RLE which explain this phenomenon is that these two algorithms are lossless while K-RLE is lossy.
Hence, we focused on the percentage of data modified by K-RLE while it offers an interesting data compression ratio (Fig. 4) . Fig. 4 shows that K-RLE offers the best data compression ratio with Std-RLE at the cost of data modified. The percentage of data modified reaches about 22% and 71% respectively for Allan-RLE and Std-RLE. This percentage becomes higher when the temperature changes is significant as for Svalbard up to 93% of data modified with Std-RLE.
We note that while Allan-RLE provides worse performance than Std-RLE, it reduces the percentage of data modified and it keeps significant information like RLE for locations in which temperature variations are constant.
This foregoing work shows the relevance of the parameter K in the use of K-RLE. We noticed that the parameters resulting from the Allan deviation allow K-RLE to keep full information in some cases at the expense of compression performance and the opposite effect is produced by Std-RLE.
Nevertheless, there are questions: what about delay and energy consumption when the data compression ratio increases? Is it always possible to use data compression for improving the global data transfert time? 
A. Energy consumption and delay evaluation
In this section, we focused on time execution and energy consumption of the previous data compression algorithms using WSim. WSim is an accurate cycle hardware platform simulator. It is a part of Worldsens [15] which is an integrated environment for development and rapid prototyping of wireless sensor network applications. This simulator allows us to use the real target binary code on it. In this way, we have directly used the same program files developed for our real platform on this simulator in which the MSP430 platform has been emulated. For evaluating energy consumption, we have focused on time execution using led2 and led3 defined on WSim.
Time execution permits to estimate the energy consumption considering the Microcontroller power mode (Fig. 5) . In this way, the description of the consumption of each mode (Fig. 6 ) help us to determine the consumption of each activities. Figure 6 . Operating modes [14] Data compression is defined as a technique to save energy in WSN that is why we focused on energy consumption of the previous algorithms. Fig. 7 shows that while S-LZW is lossless with interesting performance, it consumes more energy than others about 0,0224 mJ. The consumption is about 0,0053 mJ and 0,0103 mJ respectively for RLE and K-RLE. Allan-RLE and Std-RLE have the same energy consumption. Actually, we also notice that while RLE and K-RLE have constant consumption, S-LZW uses more energy when there is more change on data. These results show the antagonism between energy consumption and good compression ratio. Indeed, RLE offers a considerable consumption improvement for compression while it does not give a very good compression ratio. Since K-RLE offers the best trade-off between energy consumption and data compression performance, we focus on the evaluation of Total Energy (E T otal ) of Std-RLE and Allan-RLE.
Total Energy is defined as :
where E compression and E T ransmission are respectively the energy to compress and the energy to send the compressed data.
For evaluating the delay, we decompose the previous formula using the definition of the Energy (E = P * T ):
It is important to note that t transmission is much smaller when the compression is effective and generally P transceiver P microcontroller .
Since the power of the microcontroller (P microcontroller ) and the transceiver (P transceiver ) are constants, we initially focus on the variations of time needed for data compression and transmission. Fig. 8 describes the time variation for each locations using Std-RLE and Allan-RLE. We study the time variation during data compression and transmission. While the percentage of data modified for Allan-RLE is controlled compared to Std-RLE, for locations such as libreville and Cayenne with constant temperature there is no gain on delay. Representation of time variation during compression and transmission for Std-RLE and Allan-RLE Despite the fact that the transmission time is reduced, we notice by adding compression time that the total time to compress data and transmit compressed data becomes higher than direct transmission. In these cases, a direct transmission is better than compression plus transmission and it is not adapted for delay constrained activities.
However, for all other cases the compression is interesting for improving delay as it reduces the time to transfert data compared to direct transmission even if the time improves only to 10 ms for Allan-RLE.
For Std-RLE, in all cases the results are adapted for improving delay since there is a gain of time more than half compared to direct transmission in average about 35 ms and it reaches up to 42 ms for Svalbard.
We note that it is possible to use the data compression for delay constrained applications as it reduces the time to transfer data compared to direct transmission when the compression is effective, i.e., a good compression ratio is obtained. Nevertheless, while Std-RLE gives the best results for delay constrained applications, it is at the cost of data modified.
However, Allan-RLE gives interesting delay only for locations far away from the equator with more temperature change. In this way, the choice of K is not enough for having good performances, the locations where the algorithm is applied is also important.
After having studied the time variation, we take into account the various power consumption described on Table II . For the microcontroller power, we consider the consumption of MSP430 in active mode at 1 MHz (Fig. 6 ) and we obtain:
The power of several radio modules is defined in [7] ( Table II) and we choose the popular Chipcon CC2420 used by several platforms such as those designed by Crossbow [16] .
We obtain: P transceiver = 46, 7 mW and we note here the distinguished difference between P microcontroleur and P transceiver . Fig . 9 shows the total energy consumption. Since the power of the transceiver is higher than the microcontroller power, the consumption of the transmission is phenomenal compared to compression consumption.
In all cases, the compression, plus transmission is better than direct transmission. The direct transmission consumes 2,57 mJ while Allan-Std and Std-RLE uses in average respectively 1,83 mJ and 0,54 mJ. These results illustrate the benefit of data compression in WSN. Despite of the high percentage of data modified with Std-RLE, it offers good performance in terms of delay and total consumption. However, Allan-RLE gives interesting parameters to control the percentage of data modified compared to Std-RLE.
In this way, the Allan deviation is the best method to choose K and it is adapted for locations with significant temperature changes as it controls the percentage of data modified for compression ratio close to S-LZW with less energy consumption.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have shown the possibility to use data compression algorithms for delay constrained applications. In this way, we have evaluated a recent performant data compression algorithm for WSN named K-RLE on a ultralow power microcontroller from Texas Instrument known as MSP430.
This lossy data compression algorithm inspired from RLE is more efficient than the famous algorithm for compressing data in WSN known as S-LZW. The comparison between S-LZW and K-RLE using real temperature datasets shows that K-RLE gives best results in terms of compression ratio and energy consumption.
However, the data compression ratio of K-RLE depends on the parameter K. In this way, this study has characterized the choice of the parameter K using Allan deviation (All-RLE) and Standard deviation (Std-RLE) and it highlights the antagonism between compression efficiency and the quality of information.
Actually, while K-RLE is a simple energy efficient algorithm, usable by several platforms with limited RAM compared to S-LZW which is a dictionnary-based algorithm and lossless, it significantly improves the data compression performance at the cost of data modified.
This work confirms the energy consumption gain provided by the data compression in WSN, in all cases during total energy consumption evaluation, compression, plus transmission use less energy than direct transmission. While K-RLE is energy efficient, it is also adapted for delay constrained applications. In some cases, it offers gain in terms of time.
However, while Allan-RLE offers best results than Std-RLE in terms of loss data rate, it does not offers all the time the gain in terms of delay because it can use more time to compress and to transmit compressed data than direct transmission in locations without much temperatures change. In this way, it is not always adapted for delay constrained applications.
Nevertheless, since the percentage of data modified for Std-RLE is high, it is always adapted for delay constrained applications. It gives more than haff time better than direct transmission.
These results show the relevance of the parameter K in K-RLE and also the only way to increase the performance of a data compression algorithm which is necessarily here by losing information.
In this article, we highlight the benefit to use data compression in WSN for improving data transfert delay and energy saving at the cost of data modified. The Allan deviation used by K-RLE allows us to control the percentage of data modified that is why it is the best solution to characterize K applied on locations with high temperature changes.
Future work will focus on the improvements of the control of data modified by K-RLE in all locations.
